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QubeVu. The leader in dimensioning.

#1, and no wonder.
QubeVu’s patented
vs
technology is so far
ahead of anything
else on the market, it’s hard even compare it
to other dimensioners. While everyone else
is still bolting together belts and gears, our
small-footprint, solid-state solutions blow right
by them. It’s no wonder QubeVu is the fastest
growing brand of dimensioning equipment.

World’s fastest dimensioning

Certified accuracy, any shape

Built-in image capture

QubeVu dimensions anything in 200
milliseconds. Lightning? The blink of
an eye? QubeVu is faster. Contrast that
with competitive devices that take seven
seconds or longer. You’ll ship more, pack
more, save more.

Unlike other dimensioners, QubeVu
handles cubes, tubes, polybags – any
shape at all. Odd shapes are on track to
make up a majority of the logistics stream;
don’t get stuck with equipment that can’t
handle the future!

As QubeVu grabs dimensions, it also takes
a photo of every item, marked with size
data and a timestamp – invaluable for
verification, tracking and claim protection.
Some models add support for barcode and
OCR capture as well.

Meet the QubeVu family
The world’s fastest dimensioning
and certified accuracy on any
shape, plus a photo of every item.

Adds higher-resolution optics
for barcode capture and
OCR support.

DimStation

Workstation

™

DimStation XL

Industrial

<1 second performance
Dimensions any shape
Legal-for-trade certification
Random item placement
Captures item image
Integrated scale

Available

Available

Available

Available

XML-based API integration
Cloud integration
USA-engineered and built
Barcode & OCR support
Stand

Available

Display
Range minimum*
Range maximum*

Available
Available

Available

1.5 x 1.5 x 0 inch
4 x 4 x 0 cm

1.5 x 1.5 x 0 inch
4 x 4 x 0 cm

1.5 x 1.5 x 0 inch
4 x 4 x 0 cm

1.5 x 1.5 x 0 inch
4 x 4 x 0 cm

28 x 28 x 48 inch
70 x 70 x 120 cm

32 x 32 x 48 inch
80 x 80 x 120 cm

28 x 28 x 48 inch
70 x 70 x 120 cm

32 x 32 x 48 inch
80 x 80 x 120 cm

It’s no wonder that QubeVu is the fastest growing brand of dimensioning equipment.
For more information or a free demonstration, visit our website or contact us at sales@qubevu.com.
* For complete details on range capacity, speak with your QubeVu representative or email us at sales@qubevu.com.
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